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Lent 3, Year B, 2018, SMEC 
 
Five hundred years ago the church experienced a major reformation. The main 

causes were corruption of the institution, corruption of the clergy, greed, lack of 

clerical educational, and narrow interpretations of scripture. Martin Luther, among 

others, exposed the corruption in the church and began to reinterpret classic 

theology.  

 

There is a famous painting by Lucas Cranach where Martin Luther is in the pulpit 

preaching to the congregation. In between Luther and the congregation is Jesus, 

with a cloth around his waist, which is blowing in the wind. The image is meant to 

depict a new kind of preaching: where the preacher is preaching only through Jesus 

Christ, not his own words or agenda, and only as moved by the Holy Spirit, which 

is represented by the wind moving the cloth.   

 

The whole image brings to mind that something much deeper than instructional 

overhaul was taking place during the reformation. This was the work of the Holy 

Spirit, exposing truth, maturing Christians, and making the ground ripe for new 

life.  

 

The reformation didn’t just punish bad clerics and clean up the organization--it 

bred life into the common Christian. People went through an awakening and they 

didn’t need the institution in the same way they did before. I imagine this was a 

scary time for the church. It must have felt like the church was dying. 

 

I have to tell you, that’s sometimes how I feel as a priest in today’s times. The 

Episcopal Church is experiencing decline as never before. There used to be 6 

million Episcopalians in the United States and now there are only a million and 
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half. We are told by our bishop that if the numbers continue at this rate of decline, 

our church as we know it, will be gone in twenty years.  

 

For this reason, I went to Germany this past October to study the protestant 

Reformation on its 500th anniversary. While I was there, I had the strangest feeling 

of having one foot in 2017 and one foot in 1517. It happened when I went an early 

morning run in Wittenburg. It was a cool, beautiful morning, with a thin layer of 

mist hanging low throughout the city. As I ran through the garden of the Castle 

Church, where Luther tacked his 95 theses, I could sense the excitement and 

trepidation and anticipation of the times 500 years ago. I was alone in the still 

morning and I almost had to stop in my tracks, I was so moved by the intensity of 

the moment. And then, at that exact moment, my Pandora station randomly started 

playing a song where the lyrics went something like, “Now is the time to start a 

revolution.”  

 

My heart was pounding really fast and I thought for second that 1517 and 2017 had 

aligned and existed at the same time in that moment in the garden. For the first 

time in a long time, I felt like there was hope for our church and for me. Maybe 

what is happening to the people within mainline churches is simply what was 

happening to Luther: the Holy Spirit is moving and we cannot ignore the changes 

that are coming.  

 

I decided to come home and start studying the Reformation: what caused it, what 

theology changed, how did our relationship with God change, and what brought 

new life? Perhaps if 1517 could exist at the same time as 2017 in that garden at 

Castle Church, it’s because history exists in folds and we are in a time that mirrors 

the largest change to the church in the modern era. Perhaps when viewed from the 
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lens of deep time, the church’s decline is merely the Holy Spirit calling us into 

deeper relationship. 

 

In today’s gospel we witness God in the very act of reforming the church. Jesus 

walks into the temple, overturns table in his anger, and instructs them to do better. 

There is a famous saying that goes, “the church reformed, always reforming.” But 

according to Presbyterian preacher, Joseph Small, that is not totally accurate 

because it implies that the church is the agent of its own reform. However, the truth 

is that only God can reform the church and only God can design that reform. 

 

Reform is bigger than a programtic overhaul and better education, it’s about being 

ready to take in more of the vastness of God. I believe, after much study the last 

few months, that we are in the midst of such a time. We are ready to take in more 

of the vastness of God and enter deeper into the mystery of God. Jesus told us once 

that he had so much more to tell us but we were not ready to hear it yet. Perhaps, 

2,000 years later, we are beginning to be ready for Him. 

 

What I’m seeing, is that this awakening and maturing is happening in the laity. The 

main difference I’m finding between 1517 and 2018 is that the movement does not 

seem to be coming from within the institution. It is not the clergy alone that appear 

poised to reform the church. Rather, it appears that lay individuals are undergoing 

a spiritual deepening. I’m finding that people are more awake and attuned to the 

work of God in the world than ever before. I wonder if all this “spiritual but not 

religious” stuff is just a reflection of an individual’s newly formed agency in terms 

of their relationship to God. People no longer need the church to mediate between 

themselves and God. And bear with me as I say this… I think this is a good thing.  
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People are connecting to God in real and profound and deeply unique and personal 

ways. And that is a good thing. What I think might be missing is that then, people 

are forgetting to bring what they are learning in their walk with God back to the 

community. Christ was always clear that being in community was important. 

Without community, there is no communion with God. Christ made that point 

several times over.  

 

The Church exists as a physical space for this necessary communion. Jesus says in 

today’s Gospel, “tear down this temple and I’ll raise it up in three days.” The 

disciples are all like, “um, sir, it’s taken us like 46 years to build this temple and 

you’re just, I don’t know, going to zap it back up?” And then later, the disciples 

realize what Jesus meant and they write in the bible that “Jesus was talking about 

his own body” when he made that claim about the temple. Friends, Jesus is telling 

us today that this place we are in, right now, is his body. We are currently seated in 

the belly of God and that has power.   

 

Perhaps the reformation that we are being called into is about proclaiming that the 

Church has real power. The Church doesn’t have to be the only place in the world 

where people learn and get fed but it is the only place in the world where we rest 

inside God and come into communion with each other and Christ. This is a place 

where all belong and more than that, where people become one with each other. 

 

I think we’re ready to embark on the journey of unity. I think we’re ready to open 

our hearts and go into that scary place of deepening and maturing. More than that, I 

think it’s already happening, that Jesus himself has entered into our hearts and is in 

the process of overturning tables to make room for what is to come. And though 
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this has caused me to be a little afraid for the church this past year, I take great 

comfort in remembering the message from today’s gospel: Jesus is the orchestrator 

of church reform and nobody else. So relax, stay open, and let Him in. 


